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Abstract
Wikipedia has the goal of anyone in the world being able to
share knowledge and Abstract Wikipedia aims to help fulfil
this ambitious goal by allowing for the automatic generation
of articles. This is more scalable than the current method of
manually written articles and it would allow for the same
article to be available in multiple languages. To do so re-
quires extensive lexicographical data for these languages
which Wikidata currently lacks, especially for African lan-
guages as they are low resourced. This data can be collected
by using crowdsourcing. A literature review was conducted
into using crowdsourcing for gathering lexicographical data.
It found that crowdsourcing is well suited to do this for
low-resourced languages as other methods require resources
that are not available for such languages. The literature re-
view highlights how quality issues in crowdsourcing can
be overcome by validating collected data, different forms of
motivation in crowdsourcing and how gamification can be
used in crowdsourcing to keep contributors engaged. It then
explores various crowdsourcing projects that have collected
lexicographical data, both for Wikidata and other lexico-
graphical databases, that have had promising results. Lastly,
an analysis of the literature is given.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Crowdsourcing.

Keywords: Wikipedia, Wikidata, interface, lexicon, lexicog-
raphy, gamification, crowdsourcing, low-resourced languages,
microtasking, validation

1 Introduction
The goal of Wikipedia is so everyone in the world can share
knowledge [22], regardless of what language they speak.
This goal is currently not being achieved as seen by the un-
even distribution of languages on Wikipedia [16, 22]. The
most prevalent languages such as English have very com-
prehensive Wikis while less common languages have much
smaller Wikis and not all languages have a Wiki. Although
there are 7000 languages spoken globally [7], Wikipedia only
has 332 language editions. From these 332 language editions
of Wikipedia, the top 18 language editions have over 1 mil-
lion articles each while the bottom 208 language editions
have less than 20 000 articles each [3]. For example, there are

under 11 000 Wikipedia articles in isiZulu [3]. This uneven
distribution means speakers of most languages cannot read
most of the content on Wikipedia.
Wikipedia also inadvertently limits who can contribute

to it as its current format only allows contributions to re-
flect in the language edition it is submitted to [22]. For ex-
ample, a French speaker can write a comprehensive article
for the French Wikipedia but their contribution will not be
reflected on other Wikis, which limits who can view this in-
formation. African languages are heavily underrepresented
as their Wikis are quite small (as seen by the isiZulu exam-
ple above) and their language editions could benefit from
having many more articles. Abstract Wikipedia aims to help
with this (for all languages, not just African ones) and fulfil
Wikipedia’s ambitious goal of knowledge sharing for all by
automating articles. This will reduce the effort required to
generate short articles in different languages as they do not
need to be manually written, which will allow Wikis for
African languages to be expanded. Abstract Wikipedia will
be utilising a language-independent format in order to do
this.
Abstract Wikipedia’s language-independent format will

make use of Wikidata and Wikifunctions [1]. Wikidata is a
database that stores information as structured data using Q-
items, P-items and L-items and Wikifunctions helps render
data from Wikidata into natural language. Q-items refer to
entities while P-items refer to properties and P-items are
mapped to Q-items. For example, the Q-item Q8023 refers to
Nelson Mandela and has the P21 (the gender property) set to
Q6581097 (the Q-item for male). This allows for a language
independent format as the actual names of the entities and
properties in particular languages are not used to reference
them. L-items are data structures that store lexical elements
of languages called lexemes (which are defined in the next
section) [17]. Some examples of lexemes are the lexeme L42
being ‘answer’ and the lexeme L4041 being ‘everything’.
In order for Abstract Wikipedia to generate articles in a

given language, it must have the sufficient lexemes stored as
L-items to do so but many African languages do not have a
sufficient amount of L-items stored in Wikidata. For articles
to be generated in African languages requires more L-items
for these languages to be entered into Wikidata.
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Currently, there are three major projects for Abstract
Wikipedia under development. The first one is figuring out
how a constructor (a novel data structure that will allow
users to mix and match content for articles) would exactly
work. The second one is template creation - templates are
pre-constructed sentences that can be filled with relevant
data to complete them (languages differ in grammar and
sentence structure so different templates are needed per a
language). The third one is collecting lexicographical data
for all languages. Since African languages are low-resourced,
there is a lack of lexicographical data available for them.
In order for African languages to be better represented

on Wikipedia, lexicographical data collection needs to be
done and this can be achieved through two methods. The
first one is creating a lexicographic database where batch
uploads can be done and this is the focus of my partner’s
literature review. The second one is creating a more usable
interface that is Wikidata integrated and this is the focus of
this literature review.

This literature review will focus on using crowdsourcing
for collecting lexicographical data and will start with a dis-
cussion on background terminology. It will then go on to
discuss different methods of constructing lexicons and why
crowdsourcing has advantages for collaborative lexicogra-
phy. It will then go over microtasks, gamification and crowd
motivation in crowdsourcing. It will then look at various
crowdsourcing projects for collecting lexicographical data
and it will end with an analysis of the literature.

2 Using crowdsourcing for lexicographical
data collection

Most interfaces for lexicographical data collection make use
of an in-depth editing system that is more aimed at a lan-
guage expert than a typical person [9] and this applies to the
current Wikidata interface. Since low-resourced languages
tend to have few language experts, more input is required
from native speakers [9]. Crowdsourcing approaches that
are quick, engaging and fun to use can encourage more na-
tive speakers to upload lexical data [9]. Crowdsourcing can
be an effective method of collecting lexicographical data
for African languages as it accounts for the barriers of low
resourced languages (i.e. lack of experts as mentioned).

2.1 Background
This section contains relevant terminology for understand-
ing lexicography. A lexeme is a ‘unit of lexical meaning un-
derlying a set of words’ [17]. For example, run, runs, ran and
running all refer to the same lexeme of run [17]. A lemma
is the base of a lexeme - for the above example, run would
be the lemma [17]. Forms are different ways of representing
a lemma (the root word) [17]. For the above example, the
forms would be runs, ran and running [17]. Senses are dif-
ferent meanings of a given lexeme [17]. For example ‘king’

can refer to a male monarch, a playing card or chess piece
and all three variations would be senses [17].

2.2 Methods for constructing lexicons for languages
When building a lexicon for a language, there are different
approaches that can be used such as expert-driven, corpus-
based, crowdsourcing,machine learning and hybrid approaches.
Expert-driven approaches involve language experts (such
as lexicographers), curating a lexicon using texts, dictionar-
ies and other sources [9]. This approach faces challenges
such as the lack of experts available and limited funding for
lexicographical projects [9]. This is especially true for low-
resourced languages, which have fewer resources in terms
of data, funding and experts compared to other languages
[9]. This means they present a unique set of challenges in
terms of collecting data to build lexicons [15].

Corpus-based approaches involve using large collections
of text to build lexicons. However, copyright issues and other
permissions present a challenge in terms of data collection
for this approach [9]. For low-resourced languages, most
large collections of text tend to have bad, inconsistent data
[9], which makes using this approach difficult.
Machine learning approaches use natural language pro-

cessing, supervised learning and other machine learning
methods to build lexicons. However, these approaches re-
quire large amounts of data to be effective which can be a
challenge for low-resourced languages as they do not have
such large amounts of data available.

Crowdsourcing breaks the complex workload of collecting
lexicographical data into smaller tasks that are distributed
over a large number of people [12] and this approach presents
many advantages over the above approaches. There are no
copyright issues or experts required and the latter is a signif-
icant advantage for low-resourced languages as they have
less experts compared to other languages as mentioned ear-
lier. Crowdsourcing uses native speakers when developing
lexicographical resources and this can prevent negative con-
sequences, such as data not being validated [20]. For many
low-resourced languages, Wikidata has had data quality is-
sues due to bots entering false entries and data validation
is needed to prevent this [17] and using native speakers for
quality checks and assurance can counteract this [11].
Hybrid approaches combine two or more of the above

approaches [9]. For example, crowdsourcing can be used to
collect data initially and then experts will review everything
in order to validate the data [9].

2.3 Crowdsourcing for collaborative lexicography
Modern lexicography utilises collaborative lexicographymeth-
ods like crowdsourcing [13]. As described above, this method
divides the large workload of lexicographical data collection
into smaller tasks [13]. For example, instead of having one
person enter all the forms of several lexemes, it can be split
into individual tasks where several people enter one form
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each for one lexeme. Other examples would be having con-
tributors identify parts of speech for specific words or pro-
vide senses for lexemes. The simplicity of these tasks make
it easy for non-experts to complete them, reducing the need
for experts that more traditional methods rely on [13].
The advantages of crowdsourcing include scale, speed,

cost-effectiveness and diversity of input. Crowdsourcing
allows for large-scale lexicographical data collection that
traditional expert-driven methods cannot achieve as they
require extensive resources in terms of expertise [8]. It can
take decades to build a complete lexicon using experts only
and there are too few language experts to document every-
thing [6, 9]. Distributing the intense workload of building
a lexicon among many contributors speeds up the process
while also lowering the cost as lexicographical experts are
more expensive than crowdsourcing [8]. This allows for data
collection in crowdsourcing to be cost-effective and quick
[8]. Another advantage is that it allows for diversity of input
- experts might miss regional terms that native speakers will
be able to contribute [8], but these regional terms might not
be of value for the lexicon.

Another important consideration is that there are very few
experts for low-resourced languagesmeaning often these lan-
guages do not receive any attention in terms of constructing
lexicons for them [8]. Crowdsourcing gives such languages
a chance at getting a lexicon they otherwise would not have
[8].

However, crowdsourcing is not without problems with the
most evident one being quality [9]. Crowdsourcing relies on
the quality of contributors’ contributions and sometimes they
will enter incorrect data due to misreading or misunderstand-
ing instructions, making spelling and grammar errors and
adding malicious data on purpose [8, 9]. The incentives for
inputting quality data input tend to be low even when there
are monetary incentives as this often leads to maximising
income with quantity of input being prioritised over quality
input [8, 9]. Thus, it is important to validate data in order
to counteract potential quality issues. Many crowdsourcing
tools have various methods to do this such as gold standard,
inter-annotator agreement, refereeing and intra-annotator
agreement validation[13]. Gold standard validation checks
data inputted by a user against test data from experts to
check the reliability of a user and if the user is found to be
unreliable, their input is not accepted [12]. Inter-annotator
agreement is when different answers are given to the same
question by different contributors and the most inputted
answer is taken [12]. Refereeing [12] is when there’s an
ambiguous case (e.g. maybe inter-annotator agreement was
used but there are two answers with five entries each) that
an expert makes the final decision on. Intra-annotator agree-
ment is when a contributor is given the same task throughout
them using the interface to check for their consistency [12].
It is possible to have reliable and cost-effective data col-

lection using crowdsourcing by validating the data. All tools

described later on use some form of validation on their data.
Sometimes crowdsourcing projects that validate their data
can be bothmore accurate and quicker than other approaches
[12] and can even rival expert methods [13]. Another mi-
nor problem to be aware of with crowdsourcing is dogmatic
contributors who overwrite contributions due to feeling like
an authority figure [8]. Crowdsourcing shouldn’t be used in
isolation, but in conjunction with other methods [16].

2.4 Microtasks and gamification for crowdsourcing
Microtasks are simple, short tasks utilised in crowdsourcing
that are easy to understand and to complete [8, 12]. In crowd-
sourcing, a large and complex problem is split into smaller
tasks [13, 20] and these tasks are calledmicrotasks. Microtask
design is important in order to engage the contributor base
and keep them consistently contributing. Questions in a well
designed microtask should be well-formulated, objective,
one-dimensional and simple [13]. Other aspects to having
well designed microtasks are having short instructions; no
skill, knowledge or training requirements; providing feed-
back to crowdsourcers; having a user friendly interface; and
offering entertainment through using challenge, randomness
and time constrictions [13]. Microtasks should not be time
consuming and should allow the user to use the interface in
short bursts [9].

Gamification is a popular crowdsourcing approach. A pop-
ular type of gamification approach is game with a purpose
(GWAP) [10] - where the main objective is entertainment
for the users and the secondary objective is to collect data
(in this case lexicographical data) [13]. Most tools described
below are GWAPs and make use of various gamification ele-
ments. There are a few GWAPs that have been created for
the Wikidata project to encourage more contributions [17]
which are discussed later on.

2.5 Different types of motivation for crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing heavily relies on contributors and maintain-
ing their motivation to contribute is needed for the success
of the overall project [12]. Contributors can be motivated
through different ways such as psychological, social, educa-
tional and economic motivation. Psychological motivation
is when contributors participate for altruistic or entertain-
ment reasons [12]. As mentioned earlier, the gamification
approach uses entertainment as the main motivating factor
for contributors [10]. Social motivation is when contributors
participate to interact with others, seek validation or climb
leaderboards [9] and this type of motivation uses scoring
systems, acknowledgements and titles as incentives.

Educational motivation is when a contributor participates
to fulfil academic obligations [12]. Finally, economic motiva-
tion compensates contributors through micropayments [12].
As mentioned earlier, an issue with this type of motivation
is that it can negatively impact quality of contributions as
quantity is prioritised to maximise income [9].
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Considering contributor motivation in the design of a
crowdsourcing project is crucial, especially over the long
term as their enthusiasm must be maintained for years so
they keep contributing [9]. This is particularly true for low-
resourced languages, as there are often a limited number
of contributors and keeping this limited pool engaged is
essential for the project’s success [13].
It is also important to evaluate what is motivating par-

ticipants as original hypotheses for crowd motivation from
project design might not hold true. In a study about a crowd-
sourcing game for collecting isiXhosa lexicographical data -
money was found to be a driving factor in participants’ mo-
tivation as few were willing to participate without financial
compensation which went against the original hypothesis
for motivation being enjoyment [21]. However, in this study
financial incentives alone were not sufficient to maintain
participants’ engagement in the long term as enjoyment was
needed to keep participants engaged [21]. Also some game
features thought to be motivational can have the opposite
effect in some scenarios. In the above study, using a leader-
board drove participants away instead of motivating them
[21], and the game ‘Phrase Detectives’ found timing features
can put unwanted pressure on participants which causes
them to disengage (this timing feature was removed for later
versions of the game) [10].

2.6 Crowdsourcing projects for lexicographical data
collection

There are many projects that collect lexicographical data that
show promising results. Many of these projects make use of
a GWAP format to engage the wider volunteer community
to contribute and some projects focus on collecting data for
Wikidata specifically.

2.6.1 Features of GWAPs. The GWAPs described below
have a few common features that will be touched on briefly
here. For a few of the GWAPS, when a user starts contribut-
ing, gold standard validation is used to validate the user to
see if their contributions are reliable. In all of the GWAPs,
inter-annotator agreement is used to crosscheck answers
from different contributers to validate the data. Most GWAPs
use buttons (such as yes, no and skip buttons or similar vari-
ations) to speed up input [10] but a few GWAPs do require
typed input.

The GWAPs below are mainly one player games but a two
player format is also offered in two projects.
What differs the most between the GWAPs is the crowd

motivation used - some focus on entertainment elements
and user enjoyment as motivation while others rely on more
altruistic reasons such as users knowing their contributions
will improve Wikipedia.

Scoring system quality match another player [[10]]

2.6.2 GWAPs for Wikidata. Three GWAPS for Wikidata
were found - the the Como app, the Distributed Game and

Figure 1. Como App home page and guessing mode where
users can match senses to lexemes [17]

Macht Sinn game. Como [17], as shown in figure 1, is an
Android app that gamifies the collection of lexeme senses for
Wikidata. It takes inspiration from crosswords in its game-
play design. Users are asked to input senses for lexemes
and Como validates these user entries by having other users
guess the lexeme from the inputted senses (allowing for inter-
annotator agreement) [17]. Cross-checking user entries like
this prevents incorrect data from being put on Wikidata [17].
Unlike other games described below, it does not make use
of a basic yes/no question format as actual typed input is
required from users [17].

A one month long study with English and German speak-
ers found the app allowed for high quality contributions.
Future work could include of the Como app being used to
replace bad lexeme senses on Wikidata with better lexeme
senses generated from the app and the app can be expanded
to allow for entry of other types of data for lexemes such
as antonyms, synonyms, word types and so on [17]. A con-
sideration for the future is that currently there is no login
required (for ease of use) but this increases the chance of
malicious behaviour so a strategy should be implemented to
deal with this [17].
The Distributed Game [5], as shown in figure 2, is a

web platform that lets users play games to input data for
Wikidata and it mainly focuses on suggested edits for Q-
items. Although this data is not necessarily lexicographical
data, it is worth mentioning due to its overall success as
there have been over 1.3 million user interactions with the
various games on it [17]. This platform allows for game
creation meaning less experienced community members can
get involved in the game creation process [17]. It is only
playable in a browser and has three buttons for players:
confirm, deny and skip [17]. This allows it to be executed
very quickly compared to typing [17]. This platform does
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not utilise gamification elements like rewards or different
tasks as it relies on motivating contributors on the fact that
they are improving data statements for Wikidata [17].

Figure 2. T
he Alias game on ’The Distributed Game’ [5] that lets users

add more aliases to entities [17].

Macht Sinn [4], as shown in figure 3, focuses on collect-
ing lexicographical data, specifically lexemes and senses, for
Wikidata [17]. It focuses on adding senses to lexemes. Un-
like Como, Macht Sinn takes senses from Wikidata while
Como creates senses from scratch [17]. It is similar to The
Distributed Game as it gives users three options of yes, no
and skip for them to respond to suggested edits [17].

Figure 3.Macht Sinn Game [4] for adding senses for lexemes
[17]

2.6.3 GWAPs for other lexicographical sources. GWAPs
for collecting data for other lexicographical resources were
found and these GWAPs are the Kamusi Project, JeuxDeMots
and Game of Words.
The Kamusi project [8, 9] is a large online dictionary

project that aims to provide comprehensive dictionaries for
all languages, especially low-resourced, African ones. The
project has a game that can be played on Facebook, mobile

and on the web [8]. It makes use of ‘targeted microtasks’
in a game environment and has a point system. It collects
different types of data and uses well-thought-out questions
to take into account the risks of user input [8]. An example
would be not directly asking a user what a lexeme is in their
language but rather asking if the senses for a given lexeme
actually align (for example instead of asking ’what is a pen in
your language’, a user would be asked if the statement ‘pen:
a writing instrument’ is correct or they could also be asked
if ‘pen: small enclosure for animals’ is correct) [9]. Other
types of questions are asked to get information on lexemes,
lemmas and plurals.
The game validates users’ inputs by having vote for defi-

nitions [8]. Users are given points for good definitions and
also for voting for good definitions [9]. Before lexical data
is added to the database, a threshold of a certain number of
votes must be met (allowing for inter-agreement validation)
[9]. This validation method of having multiple agreements
leads to better quality results than a solo lexicographer doing
the work and is also faster on top of being more accurate
[13]. The game motivates users with a point system (which
recognises their efforts), altruism and having fun [9].

The game can be configured based on the needs of a spe-
cific language when it comes to lexical input [9]. The project
has some similarities to the Wikidata lexicographical games
described earlier as it also collects high quality lexicographi-
cal data for a structured database.

JeuxDeMots [2], as shown in figure 4, is a GWAP for col-
lecting French lexicographical data where two players play
against each other [19]. It makes use of different gamemodes,
in order to avoid monotony and keep players engaged (to re-
duce contributor turn over). Players can play games based on
preferred themes (a player is more likely to be excited to play
a game about themes they’re interested in), difficulty levels,
can retry games if needed and can chat to other players [19].
It also includes features such as rankings, gift parties and
duels [19]. At both interface and content levels the game is
easy to understand, attractive, fun and interesting in order
to encourage addiction in the players so they keep contribut-
ing [19]. Players contribute collaboratively together as the
games happen anonymously and asynchronously [19]. The
anonymity helps with validation as it reduces the possibil-
ity of malicious behaviour since users do not know each
other [19]. Some users who played the game a lot, started
getting interested in the purpose aspect of the game (collect-
ing French lexicographic data) and wanted to become direct
contributors [19]. This led to a platform called Diko being
developed where users can contribute lexical terms directly
[19]. Another interesting aspect of JeuxDeMots, is its use
of taboo words, words that have been entered many times
in the game. When a word becomes taboo after reaching
a certain threshold, it is not awarded any more points and
this it to encourage other words to be inputted by users [18].
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This helps collect and validate lexical data not in the dataset
yet.

Figure 4. A game play of JeuxDeMots [2] from this paper
[19]

Game of Words is a mobile app designed for collect-
ing Slovenian collocations (words that are commonly paired
together e.g. heavy rain) and synonyms. The app offers dif-
ferent modes, scoring systems and both a single and two
player mode to add variety to the game [6]. The creators
of the app found that when creating such an app, the need
for balancing lexicographical data collection intentions with
user enjoyment and motivation for the game is an important
task [6]. The creators also found that for such games the
interface should be clear and easy-to-follow with content be-
ing the centre of attention (rather than being overshadowed
by design elements such as colour and shapes) [6]. The re-
sults of the paper were not definite as more evaluations were
needed to confirm them [6]. The app could be potentially
integrated into the school curriculum for Slovenian to help
students improve their language skills [6].
sloWCrowd is a tool for lexicographical data collection

that was originally made to correct mistakes in databases but
it was expanded to collect data [12]. This tool was used to
help build a Slovene dictionary for Wordnet [12] and made
use of simple yes/no and multiple choice questions to do
so [14]. It obtains multiple answers to the same question,
takes the answer with the majority vote and discards the
other answers [14]. To check if a user is reliable, it makes
use of gold standard validation where a user’s answers are
compared to expert data and if it does not match, that user is
determined unreliable [12]. The tool also prioritises reliable
users who give good reference answers by giving them more
questions for data to validate (so they have more chances
to contribute) compared to less reliable users who are given
more questions from a set of reference questions [12].

2.6.4 Other notableGWAPs. PhraseDetectives is a GWAP
that focuses on annotating corpora for English [13] and
found a study on it found that in terms of validation, dis-
agreement of user input against expert input does not mean
either entered term is wrong but that the terms might be

ambiguous [11]. A study on a crowdsourcing game for col-
lecting isiXhosa lexicographical data was also found but the
study [21] did not discuss elements of the game as the focus
of it was evaluating if the game was effective or not.

2.6.5 Crowdsourcing platforms. Two notable crowd-
sourcing platforms are CrowdFlower and Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk. They are different from GWAPs as they are plat-
forms where crowdsourcers are paid to do microtasks (fi-
nancial incentives are the main driver of motivation) [10].
A project done on CrowdFlower showed that annotating se-
mantic roles in English texts in small steps with crowdsourc-
ing was more accurate and faster than traditional annotation
[13]. Amazon Mechanical Turk is a popular crowdsourcing
website that makes use of micropayments to get a variety
of tasks done [13]. It is dominated by American and Indian
crowdsourcers as they make up 85% of crowdsourcers [21],
so it is well suited for English and non-linguistic tasks. This
platform along with CrowdFlower are not suitable for col-
lecting lexicographical data for African languages due to the
dominance of English speakers on them. It also has ques-
tionable ethics with regards to its micropayments system
as there’s a lack of legislation around payments to workers
which can lead to workers not being fairly compensated [13].

2.6.6 Other similiar platforms toWikidata. To the best
of our knowledge, platforms similar to Wikidata that store
lexicographical data - such as AfricanWordnet, Babelnet and
Wordnet - have not been subject to research in terms of how
they collect lexicographical data.

3 Analysis of literature
The above literature makes for a strong argument for using
crowdsourcing and gamification for gathering lexicograph-
ical data as almost all projects were successful (only the
isiXhosa one was not). The literature shows how gamifi-
cation can be used for lexicographical data collection and
what types of gamification elements work. The literature
showed that it is possible to build accurate lexicons with
crowdsourcing as long as the data is validated.
There are limitations in this literature that need to be

taken into consideration. Although most papers discussed
motivation, they did not differentiate between motivation
of new users playing the game (i.e. what attracts them) and
what keeps users playing the game over a long period of
time. An expanded discussion on this would be useful along
with how recruitment methods are used to attract users to
see what works and does not work.
Two of the projects described above (the Como app [17]

and the project to source isiXhosa lexicographical data [21])
were only studied over a short time period and not deployed
into real world settings. This limits how useful their findings
are compared to the other papers which have been imple-
mented in real world settings. It would have been interesting
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to see what the results would have been like beyond the stud-
ies and how it would differ to what they found initially. The
isiXhosa project [21], found that enjoyment and entertain-
ment as primarymotivationwas not true for their project and
stated that participants were only willing to contribute when
there were financial incentives. The project conducted four
experiments, with one not making use financial incentives
while the other three did. The former experiment attracted
very few contributors as the project was only shared to one
of the author’s Twitter pages while the latter experiments
were marketed better. Their findings about financial and
entertainment motivations might be because of how little
the first experiment was marketed rather than the actual
motivations of participants. This study also used university
participants only which might skew the findings. The find-
ings of the study might not be universally true due to these
limitations discussed.
Some gaps in the literature are that there does not seem

to be much literature on non-gamified interfaces for lexico-
graphical data collection and literature specific to African
crowdsourcing for lexicographic data that discusses contex-
tual factors in-depth. For the former, this makes it difficult to
see if a gamified interface is better and there are no papers on
non-gamified interfaces to compare it to. For the latter most
papers did not take user barriers into account like mobile
access, education levels and bandwidth access (most papers
used here are from more developed countries thus no need
to do such in their contexts) and this would need to be taken
into account as users speaking African languages would
most likely be hindered by such barriers in terms of being
able to contribute lexicographical data. The only paper that
could have done this was the project for collecting isiXhosa
lexicographical data [21] but it focused on a small selection
of university students so it did not have to account for these
factors.
No papers discussed how the morphology of languages

affected data collection. Most African languages are Niger-
Congo languages and these are agglutinative languages. Ag-
glutinative languages have words that can have multiple
prefixes and suffixes which can make data collection chal-
lenging. It would be interesting to see how the challenges
agglutinative languages pose are taken into account when
designing a crowdsourcing project for them.

The current literature could also give more comprehensive
details around validation and crowdsourcing, as there are a
few gaps in the literature around it. For validation methods
for lexicography, although papers with projects could moti-
vate why they chose their specific validation method, there
were no explicit comparisons on which ones are the best (or
which combination is the best to use or should all be used). It
looks like it could be inter-annotator agreement (which was
used in all of the projects) and then gold standard validation
looking at how often used in the projects discussed.

Crowdsourcing seems to be portrayed as a panacea to
lexicographical data collection and this could be the bias
of the authors of the papers since they might feel invested
in it as it is the method they used for data collection. More
thorough criticism and challenges (beyond validity) around
crowdsourcing could make the literature more comprehen-
sive. The only paper that offered criticism was the isiXhosa
one but as discussed earlier it had some limitations meaning
its findings might have been specific for that paper.
A discussion around combining crowdsourcing with the

other methods (especially machine learning and corpus-
based methods) would also make the literature more thor-
ough even if the discussion is on why the combination of
methods would not work.

4 Conclusions
There are several successful crowdsourcing projects that
collect lexicographical data for Wikidata and other lexico-
graphical databases through a GWAP format. Two of these
projects, the Kamusi project and the isiXhosa one, focus on
African languages with the Kamusi one being relatively suc-
cessful. These projects use well-designed microtasks that are
simple and easy to answer to split the workload up of lexi-
cographical data collection. These projects address the data
quality issues of crowdsourcing by validating the data. These
projects also make use of crowd motivation to encourage
contributors to keep on contributing. The current gaps in
literature should be accounted for but overall crowdsourcing
is a promising approach for lexicographical data collection.
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